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Likewise men and women feel magically attracted looking at all these wonderful sexy cheeks. There

are supercharged butts of blazing overabundance instinctivly turning us almost green with envy.

Photographer Gordon Denman has shot these cheeks in totally different perspectives: from above,

overblown, or side-face. And he subsided to the women to show us their cheeks and vulvas

Ã¢â‚¬Â¦ as though looking up to the planets in the sky. His models are playing full of relish with

themselves. You see one women suddenly inserting her finger into her anal orifice, another is

catching the fire of ecstasy with her dildo, or you see two young girls cooling down their hot cheeks

with a shower in the garden Ã¢â‚¬Â¦ A great cheeks collection that makes you simply zealous!

--This text refers to an alternate Hardcover edition.
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And beautiful ladies ladies have beautiful curves. Among all her curves, the hip might be deepest,

and fullest, and most womanly, and most powerful, and most evocative. Her birth canal, and all the

wonderful things that implies, pass between those hips. Not to mention her cheeks' proximity to her

outer labia, cousins in shape if not size or function.So, the parts that I like best in this collection

explore that fullness and how it relates to the rest of her person. And the crevice behind on a

woman relates to the crevice in front, in ways. This explores them, and the opening that each offers,

and the way that some large and cylindrical toy might turn each exit into an entrance. That, for me is

where exploration of elegant curves becomes vulgar.I love the cheeky pictures this offers. I really

enjoy the way her labia (both) might show from behind, and all memories those images bring back.



And I feel honored to be some part of my lover's self-stimulation, when I take the role of friend

helping beloved friend. Most of these images, though, don't offer the happiness that a model could

project if she truly felt.Beautiful, as I use the word, but not lovable or even pretty.-- wiredweird

Edition Reuss has embraced the vision of Mississippi-based photographer Gordon Denman with

gusto. Denman's previous books of sex photography, erotic nudes, and fetish photography have

solidified his artistic stance and proven quite the success for his publisher. In Sexy Cheeks,

Denman showcases his unique gift of erotic compostion with a special emphasis of the backend of

his beautiful, female subjects. There is real beauty here, even a sense of purity, but there is also a

brazen sense of sexual power. Much of the imagery within frames the gluteus maximus as a

beautiful corridor to a woman's sexual organs. And as many evolutionary biologists will attest, the

female behind is explicitly designed to arouse our reproductive urges. Denman embraces that

notion and it's hard not to be titillated and enthralled. It's a roadmap into very intimate terrain

guaranteed to enchant.
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